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"Project DIAL" 
An Early Childhood Screening Program 
This field study addressed the problem of "actively seeking" out and identifying 
children (ages 3 to 5 years) likely to develop late learning problems upon school 
enrollment. The procedures developed and reported in this paper deal with initial 
public relations, facilities , personnel, an evaluation instrument Developmental 
Indicators for the Assessment of Learning (DIAL), hearing and vision testing, and 
reporting of results to parents and school personnel. 
The paper also includes means and standard deviations for DIAL subtest scores by 
one year age groups and by sex, as well as simple and multiple r's for each of the 
DIAL variables individually and in combination with Peabody Picture Vocabulary (PPVT) 
mental ages and IQ scores. All data in this paper was analyzed by use of the 
Biomed Computer Program (BMD02Rl). 
The procedures and timeline suggestions incorporated in this paper were field tested 
and since have been used throughout an eight county (small town--rural) special 
education cooperative (Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education; Mattoon, Illinois) 
which serves 35 school districts in east-central Illinois. 
Additionally, the statistical analysis of data obtained from the DIAL evaluation 
instrument incorporated in the appendices may be utilized by an interested reader 
in areas related to early childhood education, learning assessments, and child 
development • . 
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SECTION I 
"PROJECT DIAL"· 
AN EARLY CHILDHOOD SCRSENING PROGRAM 
In 1971 the Illinois General Assembly passed Bouse Bill 
322 and Bouse Bill 323. These two bills provided tor the low­
ering of the required age from tive to three years ot age tor 
the purpose of providing special education services to young­
sters who exhibit any exceptionality. 'l'hey further made the 
public school district responsible for �actively seeking out 
children with exceptionalities," and the mandatory establish­
ment of childhood classes. These classes would contain child­
ren between three and six years of age. The classes were to 
be organized, however, according to severity of the handi­
capping condition, rather than according to a specific type 
of handicap. 
The passage of these two bills generated much heated de­
bate throughout the state within virtually all organizations 
concerned with education. In general, it was viewed by the 
majority of school administrators and sohool boards as a 
mandate that would require inordinate an!:ounts of money to im­
plement with the end result of depriving� the average and above 
average students of a "quali tyt' educatic,,n. Legislation to 
repeal the previously mentioned two Hous.e Bills, as well as 
legislation to delay enactment, was int�oduced late in 1971 
by several organizations whose members ere primarily admin­
istrators and school board members. In all cases the newly 
introduced legislation was either defeated or withdrawn be-
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tore a vote was taken. 
The Off ice of Superintendent or Public Instruction 
(OSPI) late in the 1971-72 school year opted to issue guide­
lines for the implementation or House Bills 322 and 323. 
The guidelines as issued did not r equire the school district 
to form classes prior td the opening or the 1972-73 school 
yea:r as mandated. Instead the guidelines suggested that the 
schools utilize the 1972-73 school year .tor identification and 
program development with the intent of establishing classes 
at the beginning of the 1973-74 school year. 
The issuance of this guideline by OSPI was or particular 
significance in that it was in effect an official stance ts.kan 
by OSPI that indicated that there would be no immediate pressurb 
from that .office to implement the existing laws. It is to 
be noted that the resulting interpretation was that although 
the schools must serve youngsters identified. the school did 
not have to seek unidentified handicapped youngsters nor pro­
vide the classes by the beginning of the 1972-73 school year. 
The issuance or the guidelines created a rather Wlusual 
situation, inasmuch as they did not totally nullify the imple­
mentation of the laws; a demand for serv�ces could be made 
with the force of enacted legislation behind the demand. De­
mands were made. and quite often by other state agencies, 
such as the Department or Mental Health and the Department ot 
Children and Falllily Services. Both of these state departments 
bad under their auspices large numbers of youngsters for whom 
their staffs were "anxious" to provide services. Throughout 
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the 1972-73 school year reterrals were made and attempts to 
serve the individual cases were made as they occurred. It 
became quite obvious to the personnel 1?1.volved in the evalu­
ation process that responding to individ�al reterrals made 
at irregular intervals was a t1me-consul1!ing, 1netfic1ent means 
or coping with the situation. The evalu.ation process was fur­
ther complicated by the tact that evalu&1tion instruments de­
signed for handicapped youngsters in the two to five year age 
range were generally unavailable, and tbte evaluators lacked 
proficiency 1n these age ranges and/or w·i th some ot the special 
tests. 
Early in the 1972-73 school year it became quite evident 
to the psychologists employed by the Eastern Illinois Area ot 
Special Education, that a.n effective yet efficient means must 
be designed to evaluate youngsters in preparation for imple­
menting H. B. 322 and H. B. 323 to their fullest intent. 
It was decided by the Special Education District to de­
velop a plan whereby a school district could reasoni!:l.bly be 
expectod to implement the various aspects of the legislation 
without undue expense md without an extreme demand upon its 
facilities and staff. The plan was evsntually developed and 
first attempted in a local school district. Once the school 
committed itself to the screening program, a "time line" was 
developed to provide for the smooth tlow ot events in a 
logical, sequential manner in order to tmplement tho as yet 
untried plan. 
A new evaluation instrument was selected as the 1nstru-
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ment of choice, The instrument DIAL, an .. acronym for "Devel­
opment Indicators tor the Assessment of !�earning," was de­
veloped by the State of Illinois expressly for the purpose 
of "screening," not diagnosing, youngstelrs between the ages 
of two years, six months, and five years, six months. DIAL 
assesses five areas or development - gro�ss motor, fine motor, 
concepts, co:nmun1cat1on, and social skills. Normative data 
at the tenth p ere en tile level is provideti for each of the 
areas except the area of social developm9nt which is subject­
ively evaluated by each of the "operator:$." 
To implement the plan for "screening" required the de­
velopment of a "team" ma.de up of a schoo'.t psychologist,, who 
acted as a team leader· a certified spee1:;,h clinician,, as the 
"operator" of the cor.irnunications section or the test: and two 
additional team members. A registrar and photographer were 
also required for the team approach to screening when using 
the DIAL instrument. In addition to the previously mentioned 
personnel, the local school distriots decided to use student 
volunteers to help expedite the movement of the youngsters 
trom station to station. 
The Effingham County Health Department was asked to test 
both hearing and vision at the same time of the screening 
process in order to provide a more compl�te evaluation of the 
individual youngster's strengths and wealcnesses. Both hear­
ing and vision were evaluated by certifi•�d hearing and vision 
testers. 
News releases via the public media 11rere used to promote 
"Proje�t �.Hal" as an evaluation process that would enable 
c::: 
·' 
the school to plan future programs; to provide a free hearing 
and vision test; and to enable school, parents, and child to 
become aware of each other. Registration forms were distrib-
uted with regular students and appeared in daily newspapers. 
ln addition spot radio announcements were used asking parents 
to complete and return forms or dall their school office in 
order to establish an initial census and develop a schedul-
ing process. 
The DIAL test, according to its autbors, could be ad-
ministered in approxomately seven minutes per station, or a 
total of thirty-five minutes when including the photographer's 
station. The vision and hearing stations added an additional 
estimated fourteen minutes to the evaluation process. Thus 
it was estimated that approximately seven: youngsters could 
be evaluated in a one-hour time period p�r team. A slight 
degree of over-scheduling was made to provide a steady through­
put as broken appointments were expected. This author com-
pleted a training course administered by the authors of the 
test instrument. The ''screening" teams were trained in each 
school district by this writer on the Thtj�sdays preceding the 
scheduled screening date. Each team mem1:1er was reqired to 
pass a written evaluation of the section he was assigned to 
administer. 
The screening teams set up the nece�sary equipment in 
each of the district's "neighborhood schc1ols" on schedule as 
announced, as well as conducting the evaluation process in two 
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large private nursery schools. Approximately 1100 children 
were evaluated between March 19 and May 25, 1973· A tollow­
up screening procet:is where youngsters scored below the tenth 
percentile on the r)ommunication section ot the DIAL test or 
tailed the vision 1iUld/or hearing tests was employed. This 
number approxiinatefi 10%. 
The additione.t� financial cost of the program was limited 
to a salary of tif1�een dollars per day paid tor non-certified 
persons functionin(� as members of the screening process. 
All other personne�� utilized were regular full-time employees 
of school districto who were either special teachers, secre­
taries, or teacher,,aldes. Their proc;rs.ms \-:ere in some in­
stances curtailed for a p3riod without substitutes being hired; 
thus no additional expense was incurred for their pa:tlcl• 
pation. The school, psychologist and County Haalth Department 
nurses, although a'railable to the school districts for ser­
vices, were not "e1nployees" per se, or the school district. 
Space requiren�ents tor the screening process were not 
difficult to locate as playrooms were available in all school 
districts. Large kindergarten rooms, g-ymnasiums, and church 
basements were used, and all served quite adequately. 
Each parent who attended the screening procedure had 
the results or the evaluation process interpreted to him. 
It was during this interpretation process that it became quite 
apparent that the c;eneraJ. public was overwhelmingly in favor 
of this program. �any comments indicated that some parents 
originally pa.rticib1ated with considerable reluctance. However, 
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they made it a poi�t to mention their change of atcitude. 
Many also inquired about specific areas of weaknesses e.nd 
possible remedial techniques. The deslre to participate in 
the program the neJ1,t year was often expressed spontaneously. 
In addition to the evaluation of the DIAL screening pro­
cedure this researcher attempted to determine the relation­
ship ot the DIAL s�btest scores {individually and in combin­
ation) within group.s formed by age and sex to another evalu­
ation instrument, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), 
which was administe.red concurrently with the DIAL test. The 
PPVT was chosen bec.euse (a) it was a widely used test to eval­
uate groups tor re�,earch purposes; {b) it was relatively in­
expensive; {c) administration time tor preschool children was 
compatible with th� DIAL "screening station" format; {d) it 
required minimal participation from the child; {e) it utilized 
a single consistent format throughout the age range evaluated; 
{f) it provided a �aw score (RS), mental a�e {MA), and intelli­
gence quotient {IQ). all of which are orderable and rankable; 
and {g) it did not require extensive tr�ning and skill to 
administer and sco�e. 
An obtained re.lationsh1p between the DIAL subtest scores 
{individually and 1n combination) that was statistically sig­
nificant {alpha .05) • this researcher believed could be con­
strued as est abli sl:;1ing the congruent validity of the DIAL 
test as a viable e-v·aluation instrument capable of predicting 
educational achieveiment. Therefore, two communities, Neoga 
and Altamont, Illi?l.ois. similar in size and socio-economic 
8 
factors. were selected as sites to administer the PPVT in 
conjunction with tbe DIAL. hearing. and vision evaluations. 
In summary. it can be stated. that due to the enactment 
ot legislation by the Illinois General Assembly a situation 
was created that had to be coped with by the public schools 
in en inexpensive. efficient. and feasible manner. The prob­
lem of this study is therefore two-fold. First. the proced­
ure had to be developed which would (a) encoura�e maximum 
participation or all youngsters within the three to five year 
age range. and (b) result in a complete evaluation of their 
abilities. Secondly, an evaluation of the test instrument 
to be employed (DIAL) in relation to another more widely used 
instrument which had previously been shown to have educational 
predictive validitJ· seemed desirable to establish the con­
gruent validity of the "untried" DIAL. albeit later studies 
of a longitudinal nature will be needed to firmly establish 
the predictiveness of the DIAL. However. in the absence ot 
a necessary elapsed time interval and the ultimate validation 
criteria (later teacher opinions) a test of correlation 
(simple and multiple) was employed between the DIAL and the 
PPVT. 
The data gathered was processed by use of the bio-med 
stepwise multiple regression computer program BMD02Rl. The 
program output included a mean ard standard deviation for 
each variable in addition to generation of a simple correla­
tion matrix and a forward solution stepwise multiple regress-
--
ion summary. The me1an for each DIAL variable tor each one 
year age interval bJ' sex is tabled in Appendix C. 
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SECTION II 
LOG OF ACTIVITIES 
April 10, 1972 tbrqugh October 14, 1972 - Reviewed OSPI 
guidelines concernlng implementation or H. B. 322 and H. B. 
323; attended work=1hops end discussion at Champaign and 
Chicago, where the DIAL test was reviewed by its authors; 
e.nd communicated w�.th the directors or the Department or 
Exceptional ChildrE1n, Early Childhood Education and "Project 
Dial." 
October 15, 1972 - Submitted an application for partici­
pation in the tiel4. testing of the DIAL instrument within 
the Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education District. 
October 16, 1972 - January 1, 1973 • Participated in Eastern 
Illinois Area of Sp,ecial Education staff discussions to 
explore alternative screening procedures should the DIAL 
test not be available or be unacceptable as a screening in­
strument. 
January 3, 1973 - February l, 1973 - Participated in the de­
velopment ot the preschool evaluation plan for the Eastern 
Illinois Area of Special Education, comprised of 36 school 
districts, located in eight oounties. Wrote the major por­
tion of the plan dealing with identification and screening 
procedures. Worked on sample news releases for radio, press, 
and school newsletters. 
February 1, 1973 - Meeting with public school unit superin­
tBndents held at Charleston Unit board office to explain the 
10 
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"Neighborhood Aware1[less Program" and sample news releases. 
(Appendix A) • 
February 7, 1973 - Heating with Effingham County Heal th 
Department to deteru ne personnel needs for ea.ch school dis-
trict end adopt ten1;ative screening dates for each district. 
February J.4, 1.5, an(� 17, 1973 - Met individually with the 
Effingham County Su1,erintendents and Supervisors of Nurses to 
o.xplain and adopt sqiheduled dates. Approximate numbers of 
youngsters to be sc111eened within each di strict were also de-
termined. 
February 19 and 20, 1973 - Met with Effingham Director or Pupil 
Personnel and Effingham County Supervisor of Nurses tor the 
purpose ot selection ot local team captain, facilities, and 
inspecting tacil1t1es tor suitability. 
February 21, 22, and 23, 1973 - Completed selection of team 
captains and facilit,�es at all other test sites in Neoga and 
E!'!ingbam County. 
February 27 - March :�, 1973 - Attended instructors' workshop at 
Springfield, Departm1�nt of Exceptional Children, Office o! 
Superintendent ot Puhlic Instruction tor the purpose of being 
instructed in the manner to administer the DIAL teat and train 
other screening teem!!• The workshop was conducted by Dr. 
Carol Mardell and Dor1thea Goldberg, authors of the DIAL test. 
, 
March 5 - March 11, l,973 - Met with team captains of Neoga 
and Effingham Count,- Schools, as well as area county nurses, 
t.� select the remainder ot the DIAL team members and establish 
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dates for news relet�ses. Scheduling procedures were also es­
tablished. 
March 12, 1973 - Me1r with team capte.ins of Neoga, Sigel, and 
Teutopolis to coord�,nate schedules of joint news releases and 
unusual scheduling procedures. 
March 13, 1973 - Ca.l,led OSPI concerning film and bulbs. Met 
with directors of n\U'sery schools and county health nurses 
to schedule room usu.ge m d discuss unusual problems generated 
by a high child to ndult ratio. 
He.rch 1,5, 1973 - Drove to Oakland to pick up flash bulbs and 
film trom Joe Glassford. 
March 15 afternoon ,, Began training of Effingham Unit #40 
DIAL team and super1ri sed completion or scheduling arrange­
ments. 
March 16, 1973 - Me1( with Supervisor of Nurses to establish a 
system for developing a f"ollow-up screening procedure for 
he&ring and vision 1;hat would be workable within scheduled 
time allotted for e1a.ch district. 
March 19, 1973 - Be,�an screening procedure in Effingham Unit 
#40 schools and two large day care centers. Visitors to 
screening sites con1�1sted of the OSPI Evaluation and Recog­
nition team members11 Title VI Director and staff, "Project 
DIAL" Critical Evaluator teem., area school administrators, 
and teem captains f1•om all participating districts. The 
initial screening o�; 364 children was completed on March 30, 
1973, with three da1rs or. re-screening (ReDIAL) scheduled tor 
April 3, 4, and 6. 
April 5, 1973 - Tr,�ined Dieterich DIAL team and answered 
late questions. 
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April 9 and 10, 1973 - Screening of Dieterich School District 
youngsters in a kii:idergarten room with mothers as volunteer 
expediters. Visit,ed by Effingham County Superintendent ot 
Educa.tional Servic,� Region. 
April 12, 1973 - T;rained Teutopolis DIAL screening teams. 
April 13, 1973 - R1"DIALED Dieterich children in Town Hall. 
April 16 - 25, 197,) - Screening of Teutopolis children in elem­
entary school g,mri,asium. Visited two days by Illinois State 
Department Directoir of Hearing and Vision and Speech Patholo­
gist trom the Divi1sion of Services for Crippled Children. 
Junior high students were used as expeditors. 
April 26 - May 1, :l.973 - Trained Neoga DIAL screening team 
and coordinated Nei:>ga end Teutopolis joint screening efforts 
at St. Michael's S1:hool (parochial) in Sigel, Illinois. Sixth 
grade girls were u.sed as expediters. 
May 7 - 11, 1973 - Screened Neoga children and for the first 
time did not utili.ie late evening screening sessions. School 
counselor administ1&red PPVT in conjunction with DIAL screening. 
Elementary student,11 were used as e.xpedi tors. 
May 14 - 18, 1973 1� Screened Altamont children in the education­
al annex of the Me1�hodist Church, utilizing four separate rooms 
out of view of the parents. High school boys and girls were 
used as expeditora. · 
� 
May 21 - 25, 1973 - Screened Beecher City children in base-
ment of the Church of Christ. All teem members were volun­
teer adults except speech clinician. Fifth and sixth grade 
boys and girls were used as expeditors. 
SECTION III 
ANALYSES OF ACTIVITIE:> 
:>creenine; Procedures 
�; 
The cultural enYironments of the two c ommunities se-
lected for further ��alyses in this study. Neoga and Altamont. 
Illinois. are simila;- in n ature .  Both are small towns with 
populations or approximately 2000 persons. located on inter­
state highways. F&Illily income is primarily dependent upon 
"11ghtrt industry. tr.ansportation, and agriculturally related 
occupations. 
Prior to the im�lementation of this study this rese arch­
er had participated ln a three-day workshop conducted by the 
DIAL Project Directo;r and her staff.  This workshop was de­
signed to train perspnnel who would later train other DIAL 
teams and supervise frhe administration of the DIAL screening 
proce�s. Upon compl1,tion of the workshop, the author of this 
study subsequently tJrained six DIAL screening teams and con­
ducted screening sesf!Jions which evaluated approxim ately 600 
youngsters before un1�ertaking this study. During the prior 
screenings representatives ot OSPI critically observed the 
screening procedures .  Satisfactory reports were related to 
this researcher by the leader ot the observ ation team. 
The sequence of events as presented in Table l was fol­
lowed at both evaluation sites. The events were coordinated 
to occur one week l ater in the Altamont school district. 
This researcher personally contacted each school superin-
1.5 
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TABLE I 
Sequence. of Events Prior to Evaluation 
Sequence 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
Event 
Meeting with Superintendents of both 
districts; explain screening proced­
ur es and requirements and select local 
team leader. 
Me eting with team leader end hearing­
vi sion c oordinator to select site, 
coordinate publicity releases, outline 
local responsibilities, select team. 
members, and arrange tor scheduling. 
Publicity: General information (News­
paper) (Appendix A )  
Publicity: Specific information in­
cluding scheduling form printed in news­
paper and school letter. (Appendix D). 
Mailed e ach youngster's appointment 
time , hearing training letter, and 
vision training guide. 
Trained DIAL 'Screening team (Thursday 
preceding screening ) .  
Screening procedure (Mon . ,  Tues . ,  'Wed . )  
Screening procedure follow-up for speech, 
language, vision and hearing (Friday). 
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tendent who l ater received approval ot the local school 
board to grant permis sion tor the screening of pre-school 
children in the district, in order to s atisfy the require­
ment s of Illinois HQ.use Bills 322 and 323. The age group to 
be screened was to include all children not in school who 
would be three years ot age or older on or before December l, 
1973• The screening, took place in May, 1973; hence the young­
sters were 2 years, 6 months through S years, 6 months or age 
when tested. Those children who were older were eligible tor 
attendance in public school classes and were not included in 
this stu<ly. 
A meeting was scheduled between the school superinten­
dent, County Health Nurse, and this researcher for the purpose 
of explaining the DIAL, hearing and vision screening proced­
ures, tac111ty and p.ersonnel requirements tor the screening, 
publicity, and selection of a team leader to administer the 
project. The team leader had the authority to make necessary 
arrangements to tultill the commitments ot the school district 
to screen all youngsters residing within their district bound­
aries. It was the team leader•a responsibility to secure 
facilities that met the requirement s ( approval) ot the county 
Hes.1th Department tor vis.ion and hearing screen.ing and this 
researcher who coordinated the DIAL screening program. 
The team leader or Neoga evaluation site was the ele­
ment ary principal in the building where the screening took 
plac�-· The team le-.der o� the Altamont evaluation site was 
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the school counselo��· The DIAL team members were selected 
by the team leaders trom local personnel and met the recom­
mendations ot OSPI o.nd this researcher in that all were cer­
tified teachers in the state ot Illinois, experienced with 
primary or preschool age children, and expressed a desire to 
participate in the screening program. The team members were 
made aware or possible extra time demands in learning to ad­
minister the DIAL subtests and conducting the screening. 
The PPVT was administered and scored by the local ele­
mentary school counselors. Both counselors hold MA degrees 
in educational counBeling and had prior experience adminis­
tering the PPVT to �indergarten children in their respec­
tive school distric;s. 
Vision and hearing screening was supervised and coor­
dinated with the DI1� screening program by the supervising 
nurse ot the Ettingl:lam County Health Department. She poss­
essed a BA Degree, � certificate or e,pproval tor the evalu­
ation ot preschool 1?hildrens• vision and hearing, and had 
several years exper:Lence in conducting vision, hearing, and 
immunization progr�ns and clinics tor the Illinois Division 
or Services for Cri;ppled Children. 
The publicity ;ror the total screening progr&Ir1 was oo­
ordinate•d by thia r$searcher in cooperation with the local 
districts• team le��ers and a representative of the Effingham 
County Health Department. The philosophy governing the con­
tent ot the publicit7 statements was, by stressing the posi­
tive benefits tor t.lle youngster and the local school district, 
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the goal or maxim�! participation of youngsters would best 
be accomplished. Therefore. publicity statements mentioned 
the importance of �ood speech. vision. and hearing in re­
le.tion to learning and that the evaluation would be provided 
free of charge to a,ll participant s .  I t  was also stressed in 
some articles that the school desired total participation as 
knowledge or rutur-., student s would better enable the schools 
to develop program�. tor the children ot the community. News­
p aper clippings, aa they were printed• are included in Appen­
dix A. 
Publicity avoided the use of terms such as "special ed­
uc ation." "handicapped." and "disabilities." No local per­
sonnel were utilizf;1d in the planning or implementing of the 
screening program. 'ffho ha.d ever been associated with special 
educ ation other the� the school district's speech end hearing 
clinician. 
The DIAL scre�ning t eems were trained by this researcher 
tour days prior to the scheduled beginning of the screening. 
The training ses siQn began with an explanation of legal im­
plications or the I llinois pre school legislation. the devel­
opment ot the DIAL test. and philosophy and reasoning or 
the schools and thj.a ras earcher . T.he pos1 tive aspect a ot 
the screening prog1•8JJl were continually and emphatically em­
phasized throughout; the training ses sions. Re-examiner's 
manual and other mnterials were distributed to e ach oper ator 
who was instructed to r e ad the section he would administer 
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and individually manipulate the test materials. Questions 
were answered as they arose. This researcher administered 
each subtest to the appropriate operator pointing out fre­
quent end unusual responses and correct scoring procedure 
while emphasizing the need for the use of extensive verbal 
rewards. An extended period or role playing was provided in 
which the operators alternated between administering the sub­
tests and being the subject. 
Each operator was then observed administering the DIAL 
subtest to another team member by this researcher. During 
this observation, pa�ticular attention was focused upon ad­
ministration procedures, scoring, and the need for verbal 
reinforcement. 
The training sessions were culminated by the adminis­
tration ot a written proficiency test tor each subtest to 
the appropriate evaluator. A score ot 80 on the test was 
required in order for the prospective operator to be quali­
fied to administer the appropriate DIAL subtest. All were to 
restudy missed items before readministering the appropriate 
subtest evaluation instrument. This researcher felt this 
procedure would help emphasize the need for strict adherence 
to administration and scoring criteria set forth in the DIAL 
examiner's manual. All team members achieved perfect scores 
on their respective DIAL subtest evaluation. 
A session was then held, where again this researcher 
stressed the positive· aspects ot the screening program and 
answered any questions. The team members were allowed to take 
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the examiner's manual and appropriate materials home for 
!urther study and practice prior to the screening the follow-
ing week. The team .�embers were cautioned not to practice 
administering the subtest to any child who was eligible for 
the screening progr��, thereby introducing a bias into that 
youngster's later test results. There is no reason known 
to this researcher to suspect that this limitation was not 
adhered to by all operators. 
A polaroid photograph was taken ot each youngster and 
used at the communications subtest station. This photo3raph 
was taken by an adult school secretary at the Neoga evalu­
ation site and by a pigb school student at the Altamont site. 
Instructions 1n the use of the camera and photography pro­
cedures were given by this researcher. The photographer was 
instructed to say only, 
-Well, now we're going to take a picture 
or you. Stand on this line. Get ready. 
When I oount to three I'll snap your 
picture. Are you ready now? (Count 
slowly, 1, 2, 3, click. ) (DIAL Examin­
er• s Manual) . 
The picture was taken regardless of the youngster's 
apparent state or wreadiness." The examiner's manual spec!-
fically notes that the photographer is not to alter his ver­
balization, theretore, additional comments such as, "Smile, 
turn around, stand," and "say cheese" are prohibited. Ob-
servation by this researcher found that the prescribed pro­
cedure was followed by the photographers. 
In addition to the DIAL team members, eight students 
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were used to expedite the movement of youngsters from station 
to station. The sti11dents varied from fifth to eighth grade 
age levels at the N,eoga test site and throughout the high 
school age range at the Altamont test site. The students 
were instructed in their duties, procedures, characteristios 
or preschool age children, and techniques for coping with 
the youngsters in t;p.e screening setting. The techniques used 
tor expediting move1111ent were those found to be etfective at 
prior screening sessions conducted by this researcher. In 
general, the prooe��res called tor the student expeditor to 
first, immediately establish verbal contact with the youngster 
and his parent upon their entrance into the test site by in­
troducing himself to the parent and youngster; second, es­
tablish physical co,ntact by attaching a name tag, taking his 
hand, and continue conversation using his name; and third, 
show contidence by knowing what to do end where to go. 
The parents were encouraged to be seated in an area 
visible by the youngsters where they were asked to complete 
a questionaire designed by OSPI. In instances when the young• 
ater retuaed to separate from the parent, the parent was 
allowed to accompany the youngster. The operators however 
were instructed to receive from and.give the test protocol 
to the expeditor, acknowledge the expeditor's introduction 
of the youngster to them, and comment that the expeditor 
(by name) would wait tor them to finish at that station. 
These,procedurea wer& found to be effective means for estab-
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11sh1ng a strong positive view of the expeditor for both the 
parent and the youngster, and therefore, enhance their con­
fidence 1n the student expeditor. The selected grade school 
students were round to be as efficient as older students in 
carrying out their duties.  
Procedure For the Analysis of Data 
All test protocols were returned to this evaluator who 
was stationed away from the area where the parents were 
seated, where the complete testing process was visible. 
This researcher periodically circulated throughout the test­
ing area noting test administration, scoring, and reinforce­
ment procedures. Tne test protocols were checked for com­
pleteness, scoring accuracy, and the results interpreted to 
tbe parents in gener&.l terms by this researcher. 
All youngsters who railed the vision or bearing tests 
or saored in the high risk range on the communications sub­
test were asked to .return tor additional screening. No parent 
tailed to schedule !pis youngster for further screening where 
it was recommended. In several instances, appointments were 
missed� and were later rescheduled and met. No youngster 
was included in this.study who tailed both the initial hear­
ing and vision and the follow-up screening procedures .  
This researche:r. rechecked the scoring an d  age computa­
tions on all DIAL �ld PPVT protocols. These test protocols 
.were then sorted as to sex, age group (3 year, 4 year, and 5 
year ) ,  and DIAL dec.lsion area (OK, Redial, and high risk).  
,. 
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Five youngsters were eliminated as participants in this 
study. Two sisters were eliminated because or apparent 
errors in birthdates. The parent had given dates which were 
less than nine mont;tis apart and no telephone service was 
available to verity the reported information. Three young­
sters te.iled t o  achleve valid PPVT scores, one of which also 
railed to complete the DIAL screening subtests. The total 
number or youngsters included in this study was 181 or which 
93 were boys and 88 were girls. The total number or young­
sters exceeded .5(),( 1Pf the estimated test age population re­
siding within each 1Pf the two school districts. 
Each or the DI.�L subtest scores, CA (in months) and 
PPVT scores for eac!Jl individual was recorded for key punching 
on data processing ,�ards. The punched card also contained 
an identification nµmber and a code number to denote the sex, 
the DIAL Decision A1rea, and the a.ge group to which each in­
dividual was assign1�d. It was possible to analyze the data 
for the total group, and those groups formed by age, sex, 
DIAL Decision Area, age arxl sex, end sex and DIAL Decision 
Area; resulting in ·�he formation or the following 21 groups. 
l. The total group 
2 .  Al1 male 
),, All female 
4. All OK 
.5. Male OK 
6, . Female OK 
7. All Redial. (RD) 
8. Male Redial (RD) 
9. Female Redial (RD) 
10. All High Risk (HR) 
11. Mal.e High Risk (HR) 
12. Female High Risk (HR) 
13. All 3 year 
14. Male 3 year 
1$. Female 3 year 
16. All 4 year 
17. Male 4 year 
18. Female 4 year 
19. All 5 year 
20. Male 5 year 
21. Female 5 year 
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Design of the Study 
The design of this study is exploratory in nature as 
no previous attemp�iS have been made to relate the DIAL re­
sults to the results derived from other evaluation instru­
ments. No attempto were made to "control" the nature ot 
the de.ta accumulat�td other than it be gathered in such a 
way as to be derivod from an unbiased sample of the populat­
ion. Further, no o.ttempt was made to control or alter the 
variables to deten11ne causal. relationships. The data gath­
ered at a particulu.r point in time were analyzed to investi­
gate two separate general questions: 1. What is the re­
lationship ot the �1IAL variables to the dependent v ariablea. 
and 2. Is the rel1Ltionship between independent and depen­
dent variables con1Jiatent between the sexes, age groups, and 
ability levels. 
It was desiral)le to determine first what the relation­
ship was of the DIJlL variables (individually and in combin­
ation) to the dependent variables throughout the complete 
age range measured by the test (total group). Further anal­
ysis or the data w1-.s undertaken to determine if the relation­
ships ot the DIAL 1rariable to CA and the PPVT variables were 
consistent (a) at 1iifferent age levels, (b) between the sexes, 
end ( c) between thr& groups formed by DIAL Decision Areas. 
Therefore, the two general questions were further analyzed 
within the smaller groups formed by sex, age, DIAL Decision 
.A.rea, and age and PIAL Decision Area. age and sex. 
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Formation or groups by sex and by age within DIAL de­
cision Areaa was considered necessary and desirable. The 
sex ot the subject was considered as a variable for the for­
mation ot groups within this study. in that the research re­
viewed indicated strength or intellectual ! actors differ be­
tween the sexes. Also. inasmuch as the cut off scores diff­
ered for males and tamales by one point at each 3 month age 
interval reflecting the tamales greater ability to perform 
the DIAL t asks, it was desirable to determine if the relation­
ships between the DIAL variables and· the dependent variables 
CA, MA. and IQ were consistent between the sexes. 
Chronological age (CA). a means of quantifying develop­
ment for use as a dependent variable in this study, was a1ao 
used as a basis for forming groups. This researcher divided 
the total. male, and female groups into groups of l year age 
intervals for further study. The age interval of l year was 
selected because the DIAL test was designed to evaluate 
youngsters throughout a 3 year age range. Hence. the l year 
interval provides 3 intervals or equal. width. The l year 
age interval is also compatible to the age span found in a 
typical classroom. 
In dividing the groups into age·groups; this researcher 
could also determine if significant relationships round to 
exist between the DI.A.L variables and the dependent variables 
( 1ncludir.i.g CA) tor t;be total group were also significant for 
children ot younger. median. and older ages. This researcher 
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also desired to explore the possibility that relationships 
between the skills or factors ( as measured by the DIAL ) and 
theintellectual variables and CA may change with age. 
Testi�g for Intellectual Bias 
Prior to analyzing the data it was necessary to deter­
mine if an intellect·11al bias existed between groups that 
would affect the rel1ationships ( if any ) found to exist be­
tween the DIAL Variables and the dependent variables. The 
mean IQ scores obtaii;i.ed for the total group and groups formed 
by sex and by age were compared to the mathematically estab­
lished test mean of 100 IQ points. In addition, the datum 
obtained was tested for the existence of an intellectual bias 
between the sexes within the DIAL Decision Areas and age 
groups, and the mean PPVT IQ scores obtained by the male and 
female groups were c.ompared to each other. A t test was used 
to determine if the 1iifferences between group mean IQ scores 
were statistically s.ignificant. If none of the mean IQ 
seores are significa_i11t with alpha set at .05, then the male 
and female group sco:res can be used both separately and com­
b�ned in this study. Tables 1 and 2 will provide the reader 
with a schematic rep:resentation of the organizational re­
lationship of each g:roup t.o all other groups within this 
ntud.y. 
TABLE 1 
Group Numbers and ?! for Groups C 1··30) Formed by DIAL Deciaion Areas, Sex, and Age - : ..
. 
• OK f l  . . R�dial ' Hiqh Risk ti .. I 
··Variables I 5 vr J f  3 vr t 3 vr 1 ·4 vr ! Total I 3 vr 4 vr 4 vr 5 vr
· 
5 vr 
. · 
. . Group
. : j I - 1 · l $ 1 J) ..l..l ll ll l.1 l.9 · f;""uuibt:.L : 
Male 
N• 8 19 2 7  3 3 11 4 , ,  12 93 
I 
I . 
(;roup 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 Number . l 
Female -
N• 10 15 20 4 6 9 7 5 12 88 
. 
I 
Group I I 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Number 
Male and 
Female 
N• 18 34 4 7  . 7 . t  20 11 11 24 181 
� 
TABLE 2 
Group Numbera and H for Groups ( 31-48) Formed by DIAL Decision �eaa, Sex, and A9e 
-
Variables OK Redial 
. 
. Group 31 34 Number . 
......_ ._ 
...-ia.t.e 
N• 54 17 
Group 32 35 · Number 
-
Pemale . 
N• 45 19 
: . 
· Group 33 36 Number 
Male and 
Pemale 
N• '' ,, 
High Risk Total 
'37 19 
' 
22 93 
38 20 
24 88 
39 30 
46 181 
. 
3 yr 4 yr 
40 43 
15 · 2a 
41 44 
21 26 
42 45 
36 54 
5 yr 
46 
50 
4 7  
41 
48 
tl 
., 
w 
· o 
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Definitions of Terms 
The tollowing 1ierms ere used in this study: 
P?VT Raw Scores--thi• scores derived trom the P'PVT presented 
and scored in accor1�ance with the instructions printed in 
the test manual. 
Mental Age--the men1;al a3e is derived from a table in the 
PPVT manual ut111zi11.g individual raw scores in accordance 
with instructions Pl:'inted in the manual. 
I ntelligence Quotieu! ( IQ) --the IQ is derived from a table in 
the PPVT manual. The individually obtained raw score and re-
spective chronologic�al age or the subject are used in accor­
dence with instruct;Lons printed in the test manual. 
DIAL Decision Area OK--deri ved from an individual• a DIAL sub­
,r-
test aoorea, the pr1)file or which is such that no more than 
one subtest score !'.al.ls at or below the tenth percentile aa 
displayed on the individual score sheet. 
DIAL Decision Area Redial--derived from an individual• s DIAL 
subtest scores, the profile ot which is such that two sub -
test scores tall at or below the tenth percentile as diapla�ed 
on the individual s1�ore sheet. 
DIAL Decision Area J�igh Risk--derived from an individual ' •  
DIAL subtest scores ,  the profile of which is such that three 
or more subtest scotres tall at or below the tenth percentile 
as displayed on the individual score sheet. 
DIAL Subtest Decisi1:>n OK--results when comparing the individ-
� -
ual sub teat score w:L th the tenth pereent1le and finding that 
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t he subtest score tails at or below t he listed score. 
S ubject-·all youngsters two years, six months of age through 
end including five ,ears, five months ot age tor which DIAL 
end PPVT r esults were obtained. 
Chronological Age (CA)--is. the sub j ect' a age obtained by 
the calculation to the nearest month. 
Instrumentation 
The two objectively scored instruments used in this 
study were the DIA.It and Form A. ot the PPVT. 
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The DIAL inst11ument i s  a new evaluation instrument de-
veloped to predict which children ages 2 year s ,  6 months 
through 5 years, 6 months are likely to experience l earning 
handicaps in the el,ementary school. 
The instrwnen1; consists or tour subtests ot six to e ight 
tasks each. No six:Lgle t ask c an  be described as assessing 
only one means ot i•ece1v1ng a stimuli or one mode or express­
ive behavior . The t asks are grouped, however, in such a 
manner as to be SODLewhat compatible with other tasks within 
the subtest. They generally are described adequat ely by the 
subtest titles ot: gross motor, tine motor, concept s ,  and 
communic ations. 
The t asks whiQih are included as p art ot the individual 
subtests are: 
Gross Motor ( GM ) :  B e an  b ag  to s s ,  (underhand and overhand ) ,  
c atching, jumping, hopping, skipping, st anding still, point­
ing to body part s ,  and walking a balance beam. All or the 
t asks require a pell•formance that requires control ot the large 
muscle groups or t.be trunk and/or extremi ties. In addition, 
some or the tasks �equire, in varying degrees, such other 
sensorimotor skill�! as ba1ance., eye -band coordination., se­
quencing ot body mGivement , and knowledge or body p art s .  
•' . 
· Fine Motor (FM) : }i;atching designa, building with blocks, 
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cutting, drawing, iringer agility, and patterned hand clapping. 
These tasks are gel1erally synchronized control or eye-hand 
and finger movemen:ts. 
9oncepts (CON) : �earning process (reproduce block designs 
from demonstration only ) �  colors, numbers, prepositions, and 
concepts ( distance , time, size and temperature).  These tasks 
require the student to attend to details presented visually 
and to 'draw on pre·11iously learned knowledge. The mode or ex­
pressive perrormanoe assessed is primarily fine motor move­
ments. 
Communications (COi�) s Articulation, auditory memory, and 
receptive and expressive language. All of the tasks of this 
subteat required an oral response. 
The evaluation process required a youngster to : ( a) 
separate from hia mother ( b )  attend to a demonstration con­
ducted by a strange adult, and (c)  attempt to reproduce the 
desired behavior as it was perceived while being observed. 
Tbe performance on each subtest was assigned a scale 
score ot O, l, 2, or 3. The scale score points were totaled 
for each subtest. A maximum of 21 points can be earned on 
each subtest. 
The record s�eet ( Appendix C ) . displays the tenth per­
centile cut-off pQ,ints f'or boys and girls, based on prelim­
inary studies by the test• s authors. Each of the student ' a 
individual subtest. scale scores were compared to the cut-of't 
and, it round to l;,e· equal to or below the listed score, were 
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judged to be  "high r i sk"--it above, the student was judged · 
to be "OK•. 
Subtest deoisi�ns ot OK and high risk are used to de­
termine the overall decision area for e ach student evaluated. 
This is  accomplished. according to instructions in the opera­
tor• s manual. OK i a  defined as a student whose subtest pro­
file is such that na. more than one subtest ia  judged as high 
risk, and high risk i s  derined as a student whose subtest 
profile is such that three or all four subtests are judged 
as high risk. 
The PPVT (Form A )  is an untimed test which i s  individually 
administered. The t est administrator orally presents a stimu­
lus word: the sub j 411ot ia required to identify one ot tour pic­
tures on a page that he reels best depicts the word. The aub­
j eot ' s response may be made in any manner so as to indicate 
the number or placelJ!,ent or the picture to the examiner. The 
stimulus words are e�ranged in ascending order ot difficulty. 
A "basal" age i s  est,ablished by a subj eot correctly respond­
ing to eight oonsec�1t1ve stimulus words, and a "ceiling" i s  
established when a �.ub j ect incorrectly responds to six out 
ot eight consecutiv�ly presented stimuli. 
Assumptions 
In this study it wa� assumed that: 
1 .  A random sample of sub j ects was obtained . 
2 .  The tatigue tactor inherent 1n an evaluation setting ia 
controlled by tbe random sequence order in which the tasks 
were presented. 
3 .  All subtests 1t1ems as well as the PPVT were presented 
according t o  1i:Lstructions printed in the test manuals. 
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4. Uncontrolled v�i,riables extraneous to the t e s t s  either 
acted to 1nt'lu�1nc e aoores in a uni.form manner or offset 
each other. 
Lim! tat ions 
The following are l,imitationa t o  this study: 
l .  Since the PPVT utilizes only S t andard English represented 
b y  specific or•µ. and v i sual stimuli .tor e ach test item at 
all age levels, the r e sults o.r thi s study may not be com­
parable to re s�1lts utili zing mental age and intelligence 
quotients deril·ed from other means. 
2. Results ot the study may be generalized to groups only, 
and only to thE1, extent that they are similar t o  the s ample 
group . 
3.  I t  was impos si"Q.le to retest all youngsters on the sub­
test& on which they scored at or below the tenth percen­
tile. Thereto� e ,  only the initial scores for each young­
ster on e ach subtest were used in this pro j e c t .  This 
technique undoubtedly introducee some additional error in­
to the evaluation, hence lowering correlation coefticienta 
and the predict ivenes s  or the independent v ar i ables. 
SF.CTION IV 
... summary !:!!S C onclusions 
Thia study was prompted by Illinois General. Assembly 
legislation which b�tcame known as House Billa 322 and 323. 
These bills &I11ended the Illinois School Code in such a 
m anner as t o  hold P\1blic school districts responsible for the 
identific ation and oducation or youngsters who exhibit edu­
c ational "handicaps" above the age or three year s .  A pro­
cedure which would �1aximize the number ot youngsters that 
o oul.d be evaluated �.n a minimal amount ot time with minimal 
financial outlay wa�1 desirable due t o  necessit7 or c ontinuing 
educational program.�1 already in existence .  
A new test, DIJLL, was developed tor use with preschool 
age children. 
The test had nqt been used by persons other than the 
developers ,  nor had procedures been developed that would en-
able a school distr�.ct to cope with larg� numbers or young­
sters ot an age ranete in which they lacked experience. Also, 
no information was ��vailable on the relationship of the DIAL 
results to other coDwonly used educational evaluat ion instru­
ment s .  Therefore, 11his study was focused on developing a 
viable procedural pJ,an that would generate the needed cohort 
of children who neecled further study, and on obtaining valid 
1nform&.;tion regardiug the future use of the DIAL r e sult s .  
R e sults qf· T e st for Intellectual B i as 
.,_ -
The PPVT exalJliner• s manual (Dunn.,. 1959) relates that: 
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the "IQ of 100 wa�l arbitrarily a s s ir.;ned t o  the meRn raw score 
for each ae;e leve�� a.."'ld the s tandard de,•iat ion set at 15 IQ, 
points ( p .  29 ) ." There f'ore, th e menn IQ s c ores of the all 
male, all female, and the male and fcmo.le ( total) r.:roup w�re 
c o·m.pared with the test ' s  me3Jl of 100 IQ points to � e t e rm:ine if 
the {3roups were comparahle to a normally dis trihuted /opulation 
t e s t  11'.l.e·m. Table 3 provides the renults of the test for differ­
onces betwe en the s ample groups and the test ' s  mathematic ally 
t3 s t n.blished mean JQ s c ore. 
Havinc; tested the group mean IQ scores for s i gnificant 
clifferences from the test mean, the croup mean CA and �ec.n 
IQ for all ma le and remale groups within tr. i s  study were tested 
�y use of the t t,3st to determine if they differe<l s ip;nifi­
cantly from ea�h 1pthe r .  Table 4 presents the results o� the 
t e s ts to determine if an intellectual or chronological a.�e 
·�) ias exists b etwe1an groups formed by sex within DIAL De c i s i on 
Area.s and OK, Redial ( RD ) ,  and High Risk (HR) and wi thi.n ae;e 
int e rvals . 
The results of the analysis of data wi th respect to CA 
and IQ were : no siB?li f i c ant differences were found to exist 
between the sexes within DIAL De c i sion Areas and ·wi t'hin the 
1 year age int e rvals or this s tudy. Therefore, th i s  res ear­
cher felt justified in comb ining the data obtained for male 
anrl female ��oups to answer the major �eneral questions of 
this s tudy. 
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Table 3 
Results of Test for Intellectual Bia,s Between Sample Groups 
and Es,;ablished Test Mean ( 100 :IQ point s )  
Group N Gr cup PPVT Obtained CritiColl 
Mean :IQ Mean :IQ !. Score t 
Total 18;1. 102.91 100 . 00 2 . 04 2 . 39 . 
Male 9� 1 04 . 02 100.00 1 . 89 2 . 39 . .  
Female a1a 101 . 74 100.00 0 . 09 2.39 
Table 4 . .  40 
Results of Test of Intellectual Bias Between Male and Female 
Groups. Within DIAL .Dec�sion Areas and Within One 
Year Age . Interva ls 
CA IQ critical 
Groups H Obtained Obtained t 
-t Score � Score 
-
��ale & Female 181 1 . 23 .so 1 . 96 
OK r-:ale & ·ox Female 99 1 . 11 . 73 2 . 0 0  
RD ?-:ale & RD Female 36 Q. 2 7  .42 2 . 04 
HR Y,alc & HR Female 4 6  0 . 62 . 2 1  2 . 02 
3 yr Male & 3 yr Female 36 1 . 2 9  1 . 12 2 .04 
4 yr !':ale & 4 yz; Female 54 0 . 18 . 3 1  2 .02 
5 yr Male & 5 yz; Fair.ale 91 0 . 60 .01 1.98 
4 1  
Results of Analys i s  of Data 
Results o f  t�1 t t e s t  for si gnificant differenc es b e tween 
-
the mean CA and IQ. s c or e s  for the six e;roups tested are �'1ovm 
in Table 5. There is no statiti cs.lly si gnif i c nnt di ffe rence 
lrntween pairs of mc*' n CA s c o rP. s .  However, in contrast, every 
pair of me an  IQ. score s  t ested di ffP.r s ir;nific an tly fron e n. ch 
other at the . 05 lovel o 'f'  confide nc e .  Tl�e r e s  1 11 ts of th is 
t e s t  se�m to overwhelmine;ly indicate that plac ement in T)I _\L 
De c i s i on Areas is Hi Q1ific antly related t o  intelle c tual ability 
as r11e asured by the PP\TT a.nd not related to C A .  
Furthe r analy�ds of the nata was undertaken t o  n e t e rmine 
the re lati onship of the DLl\. L var iables individually anr. in 
c mn�>in ... g_tion to the dependent variable s CA, R S ,  MA , and IQ for 
the total Group and for the different groups formed by sex, 
ase: ru1d DIAL Deci:J:Lon Area .  I t  i s  one thing t o  state tr at 
female:s and youngs t P. rs of older ages tend t o  s c ore h i gh e r  on 
the DIAL tasks tha11 male s and youngsters of younger a�es, and 
qu ite another thing t o  s t ate that th e scores relate in a niff-
erent r'lanner to kn.1,wn predictors o f  school suc c e s s  for young -
sters of <li f�crent ace s ,  sex, and ability levels . '!'he r � -
s u l t s  of the analy1s is of the rPlations'hips o'f' each o f  the DI A.L 
variables by group i s  provided in Tables 6 ,  7, 8 ,  9 ,  9.nil 10. 
Althouc;h long:ttudinal stu<lies will neC"d t o  h e  c on(luc t e d.  
to deto rninc the r1�liabili t y  and pre<'lictive vali<li t y  o f  the 
�)L4.L t e s t  and a s s o,�iated � c re e nine; proce<lure s ,  the n r-or,lem of 
th i s  s tudy wo.s to determine what the c onr;rt1P.nt r�li:t t i onships 
Table 5 . 42 
·Results of Tests of Significance for CA and ' XQ 
• 
Differences Between OK and HR G.i."oups by Sex and by Age 
Groups N 
OK Male & HR Male 76 
OK Female & HR Fe1:nale 69 
OK ( a l l )  & · HR ( a l l )  145 
3 yr OK & 3 yr HR 29 
4 yr OK & 4 yr HR 45 
S yr OK & S yr HR 71 
po:& ---. 
Obtained 
•t Score - CA 
. 102 
. 086 
. 216 
1 . 080 
. 887 
1 . 173 
Obtained Critical 
t Score t - -
XQ 
4 . 714 • 1 . 67 
4 . 218• 1 . 67 
6 . 382• 1 . 65 
2. 010• 1 . 10 
3 . 803• 1 . 68 
4 . 629• . 1.6'7 
.. 
TABLE 6 43 
Correlation o�: Gross f'�tor with Chronological Age, Rav 
Score, Men�;al Age, and Intelligence Quotient for 
Each Group, by Sex, Age, and D:IAL Decision Area 
Group .1'1 CA· RS MA IQ 
All lSil • 75 • .63• .sa• . 2s• 
All Male g,3 . 73 •  . s G •  .so• .16·  
All Female Si8 . 77• . 69• .66• .34• 
OK All 919 . 1a• . s 3 •  .47• .03 . 
OK Male S;4 .so• . s s •  .46• .oo 
OK Female � 5  . 75 • . s o •  .48• .os 
RD All 3 6  .a1• . 6 3 •  . 64 •  . 14 
RD Male 1 7  • e6• . 4 3  • . 4a• - .03 
RD Female 19 .ea• • 11• . ,, . .37 
HR All 4 6  . 78 •  .61• . 54 •  .18 
HR Male �· 2  • 76• . 39 • . 3 6 . - .os 
HR Female �·4 • e2• .SJ• . . 76• .45• 
3 yr All 3 6  .40• .22 .is .os 
3 yr Hale 15 �53• .19 . 11 - . 06 
3 yr Female 2 1  . 3 a• . 30 .23 .18 
4 yr All 54 . s 2 •  . 26• . 2 6• . 10 
4 yr Male 2 8  .so• . 31 . 3 1  . 21 
4 yr Female 2· 6  . 57• . 20 . 20 .02 
s yr All 911 . 19 .  .47• . 37• .40• 
s yr Male 50 . 10 . . 34 •  . 29• .29• · 
5 yr Female · 4 1  . 2a• . 66 •  . S J •  .s1• 
•p-.os (Correlatl.ion significantly different from zero at th• 
. os lev�l) .  
TABLE 7 
Correlation of Fine Motor with Chronological Age, Raw 
Score , Nental Age , and Intell igence Quotient for 
Each Group by Sex, Age, and DIAL Decision Area 
Group �: CA RS MA IQ 
All l�.l . 7 3 •  . 68 •  .62• .33 • 
All Male · 9. 3  . 6 6 •  . s 4 •  .so• . 20• 
All Female 8.8 .so• . so •  . 76 •  .47• 
OK All 9. 9  .a1• . 69• . 63• . 24• 
OK ?-tale 54 . 78 •  . 6 7 •  .62• . 1 9  
OK Female 4.5 . a s •  . 11 •  . 6 7 •  . 28• 
RD All �16 . 0 2 •  . 4 7 •  . 4 5 •  .03 
RO Male �.? .66• .04 .oo - . 31 
P.O Female 1 9  . 9 3 •  . 8 3 •  .84• .45• 
HR All �16 . 78 •  . 6 3 •  . s4 •  . 19 
HR Male �12 • 72 • . 3 7• .33 - . 09 
HR Female �l4 .84• . 84 •  . 76• .47• 
3 yr All . �6 . 3 9 •  . 3 7 •  . 3 2 •  . 23 
3 yr Male �,s •'3 6  . 2 9  . 2 2  . 10 
3 yr Female �11 . 38• .41• . 3 6  . 32 
4 yr All •'4 �1 . 4 5 •  . 3 4 •  . 34 •  .20 
4 yr Male �!8 .43• . 2 3  . 26 .07 
4 yr Female �!6 . 4 7 •  . 4 9 •  .45• .37 • 
s yr All ,,� . 13 . 54 •  . 4 3.• .49• 
5 yr Malo �iq . 16 . 4 3 •  .38• .40• 
5 yr Female �l� .06 . 1s •  .60• .68 • 
•p�.os (Correlat�on signif ica.ntly dif f'nrcnt from zero at the 
.os le�l'e�� ) . 
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TABLE -�r 
Correlation · �tf Concepts with Chronological Age, Raw Score, 
Mental Age, and Intelligence Quotient for Each �roup 
b�r Sex, Age, and DIAL Decision Area 
Group �' CA RS MA IQ 
All lUl . 10• . 76 •  . 11• .44• 
All Male !t3 .64• . 68 •  . 63 •  . 35• 
All Female EJS • 75 • . 84 •  . a 1 •  . ss •  
OK All 5•9 . 79• . 11• .68• .21• 
OK Male �i4 . 78• . 68• . 64 •  . 22 
-
OK Female ��s .83• . 11• . 1s •  . 3 4 •  I ' -
RO All �J6 . a1• . 68 •  . 65 •  .30• 
RD Male ��7 .62• .47 . .47 • . 19 
RD Female l�9 .92• . 83 •  . so •  .47 • -
HR All ��6 · . 74 •  • 74• .68• . 3 4 •  
HR Male ��2 . 79• . 61• . 54• . 13 
HR Female ·�4 . 1s •  . 86 •  . a s •  .s1• 
3 yr All ·a6 .44• .41• . 34• . 2 0  
3 yr Male n.s 
' 
.43 . • . 31 •19 .09 
3 yr Female ;�1 . so •  . s4• . s 1 •  . 34 
4 yr All ��4 . s s •  . s1• . s 2 •  . 34 •  
4 yr Male ;�a . s 1 •  .48• . so •  .32 • 
4 yr Female :�6 . 61• . s 1 •  . sa• . 39 •  
5 yr All l�i . 11 . 74 •  . 64 •  . 10• 
5 yr Male 1�0 .14 • • 67• . 61 •  .64• 
' yr Female �ii .os . 87• • 74• .al• -
•p•.05 ( Correl111 tion sig�if icantly different from zero at the 
• 05 le11ril) • 
TABLE ' 9  
Correla tion oz Communication with Chronological Age, Raw 
Score , :-:cnta l Age, and Intelligence Quotient for Each 
Group by Sex, Age , and DI1\L Decision Arca 
Group u ·  CA RS MA IQ 
All · 181 . 6 4 •  . 11 •  . 6 3 •  .41• 
All Nale 93 . 6 0 •  . 62 •  . s 4 •  . 31• 
All Female 88 . 6 9 •  . 8 2 •  . 1 s •  . s 4 •  
OK All 99 • 75 • . 6 4 •  . 6 1 •  . 19 •  
OK Hale 54 . 10 •  . s 1 •  . 5 4 •  .14 
OK Female 45 . 8 2 •  . 73 •  . 10 •  . 2 s •  
R D  A l l  � 36 . 77 •  � 7 1 •  . 6 5 •  . 34• 
RD I-tale 17 .ao• . 5 4 •  .SO • . 10 
RD Female 19 . 76 •  . a 1 •  • 79• . 1 1 •  
HR All 46 . G s •  . 64 •  . s 2 •  . J o •  
, 
HR Male 22 . 6 3 •  . 4 8 •  . 3 6 •  .10 
HR Fiemale 24 . 11 •  . e 1 •  . 7 3 •  . s 1 •  
3 yr All 36 . 2 3  ; . 2 6  . 19 . is 
• • . 3 yr Male 15 .10 - . 10 - . 24 - . 10 
3 yr Female 21 . 3 9 • . s a •  . s4 •  · .43• 
4 yr All 54 . 4 2 . . 64 •  . 5 9 •  . 5 4 •  
4 yr Male 28 . 3 3 . . 6 5 •  .60• . s 1 •  
4 yr Female 2G . 5 4 •  . 65 •  . s 9 •  . s 2 •  
5 yr All · 91 . o s  . s6 •  . 4 3 •  . s 2 •  
5 yr N�le 50 . 06 . 4 8 •  . 3 7 •  . 4 5 •  
5 yr Femalo 41 . o o  . 73 •  . s e •  .66• 
•pa.OS (Corrclat�on significantly diff crent f ro11 zero at 
the .os level) .  
TABLE 10 47 · 
Relationship Between Combined DIAL Variables and Chronological 
Age, Mental Age, and Intelligence Quotient by Groups Formed 
by Sex, Aqe, and DIAL Decision Areas 
Grou2 N CA MA IO 
All 181 · . 7865• . 1200• .4793• 
All Male 93 . 7548• .6436• .4004• 
All Female 88 .8273• . 8316• .6059• 
OK All 99 .sass• . 7009• . 3572• 
OK Male 54 .8843• . 6693• . 3113• 
O K  Female 45 .9149• . 7673• .4341• 
RD' All 36 . 9432• . 7587• .4723• 
RD Male 17 .9260• . 7733• . 5627• 
RO Female 19 .9676• .9011• • 7144 • 
HR All 46 .8172• . 6770• .4723• 
HR Male 22 .8496• . 5 732• . 3205 
HR Female 24 . 8537• . 8637• .6096• 
3 yr All 36 . 5183• . 3683• . 2560 
3 yr Male 15 .6515• . 5454• . 2644 
3 yr Female 21 .SS64• . 6450• .4972 • 
• 
4 yr All 54 . 6015• � 6341• . 5757• 
4 yr Male 28, . 5583• .6657• .5876• 
4 yr Female 2�. . 7272• . 6547• . 5876• 
S yr All 91. . 1981 • . 6403• • 7057• 
5 yr Male 501 . 1713 . 6179� . 6513• 
5 yr Female 41 . 3877• • 7434• . 8332• 
•p •• os (COrrela�;ion 
I• 
s�gnif icantly different from zero at the 
.os lev.,1 ) .  
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were of the quantifi,able DIAL variables and Decision Area categories 
to other variables �;ed to predict school success:  chronological age 
(CA) and Peabody Pic ture Vocabulary Test variables, raw score (RS) , mental 
age (MA) , and intell.1gence quotient (IQ) . 
A summary of .findings concerning the relationship of the DIAL 
Decision Area assig�nent to CA and the PPVT variable IQ are: 
1. There were signi.ficant differences ( . OS level) found between the 
mean IQ scores oi;itained by the OK and the mean IQ scores obtained 
by the HR groups.  No significant differences were found between 
the mean CA's of the same groups.  
2 .  There were significant differences ( . OS level) found between the mean 
IQ scores obtai�ad by the OK male and female groups and the mean IQ 
obtained by the 1nale and female HR groups.  No significant differences 
were found betwe1�n the mean CA' s of the same group. 
3 .  There were signiJicant differences found between the mean I Q  scores 
obtained by the 3-, 4-, and 5 year old OK groups and the mean IQ 
scores obtained l;iy the 3-, 4-, and 5 year old HR groups.  No signi­
ficant dif f erenci�s were found between the mean CA of the same groups. 
These findings s trongly suggest that group assignment to DIAL Decision 
Areas, OK, and High Risk are a function of intellectual factors rather than 
a function of factor1s associated closely with chronological age. 
A summary of the findings concerning the relationship of the 
DIAL variables indiv1dually to CA and the PPVT variables RS, MA, and IQ are: 
1 .  The DIAL variabl1�s--gross motor, fine motor, concepts , and communications 
are significantl;y related ( . OS level) to chronological age for all groups 
containing individuals whose ages range from 2 years, 6 months to 5 years , 
5 months . 
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2.  The D IAL  variables--g:ross motor, fine motor, concepts , and communications 
individually are signlficantly related ( . OS level) to chronological age 
for all male groups ��d all female groups containing individuals 
whose ages range from 2 years, 6 months to 4 years, S months. 
3. The DIAL variables--gjross motor, fine motor, concepts, and communications 
individually are sign:lficantly related ( . OS level) to the PPVT raw 
score, mental age, an1l IQ for the male and female groups whose ages 
range from 4 years , 6 months to 5 years, 5 months. 
4 .  The DIAL variables--g1ross motor, fine motor , concepts, and communications 
individually tend to l)e more highly related to the dependent variables 
for females than for 1Dllles. 
These findings suggest th1�t the individual DIAL variables relationship 
to the dependent variables ��. RS, MA, and IQ change as a function of age . 
fhe findings also suggest thi�t the individual DIAL variables relationship to 
the dependent variables are rrelated to the sex of the child. 
A summary of the findings concerning the relationship of the best combination 
.Pf the DllU. variables to the dependent variables CA, and the PPVT variables 
(MA and IQ) are: 
1 .  The relationship of the D IAL  variables (combined) to the dependent 
variables is higher than the relationship of any individual D IAL  
variable t o  the depen1Jent variable. 
2 .  The relationship of tl1e DIAL variables (combined) to the dependent 
variables is higher f1)r groups formed by females than for groups 
formed by males . 
3 .  The magnitude o f  the relationship of the DIAL variables (combined) 
to the PPVT variables is greater for groups formed by children of 
older age . 
4 .  The magnitude o f  the relationship of the DIAL variables (combined) 
to CA is greater for groups formed by children of younger ages . 
5 .  There is a significant relationship ( .05 level) between the DIAL 
variables (combined) and the dependent variables MA for all groups 
formed by age , sex, nnd/or DIAL Decision Area. 
6 .  There is a significant relationship ( . 05 level) between the DIAL 
variables (combined) and the dependent variable CA for all groups 
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formed by age, sex, ��nd/or DIAL Decision Area except for the 5 year 
old male group . 
7 .  There is a significant relationship ( . 05 level) between the DIAL 
variables (combined) .and the dependent variable IQ for all groups 
formed by age , sex, �•nd/or DIAL Decision Area except for 3 groups; 
the 3 year group (ma1�es and £•males combined) , 3 year males , and 
HR males . 
These findings suggest that the relationship of the DIAL variables to the 
dependent variables when co1�ined by the multiple regression technique changes as 
a function of age. The fin�Jings also suggest that the DIAL variables (combined) 
to the. dependent variables nre related to the sex of the child . 
jfmplications for Future Research 
Although the DIAL subtes�s (variables) were found to be significantly 
related to CA within the 3 und 4 year age groupp , apparently the scoring 
procedure for determining Dfl.AL Decision Area group assignment nullifies CA 
as a factor influencing the decisi·on of OK, RD ,  or HR. This researcher feels 
that CA should be an important variable in the prediction of future school 
success. It is further bel�eved that , although for some purposes it may 
be useful to score a youngs�er ' s  test protocol in relation to other youngsters 
fall:lng within a 3 month ag� interval, for the purpose of predicting school 
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success or failure a youngst1�r must be evaluated in relation to the total 
age g-roup with which he will enter s chool (typically a 1 year age interval) .  
!I'he scatistically significan1; correlation co-efficients obtained between each 
.of the DIAL variables and ea1;h of the PPVT variables (RS , MA, and IQ) confirms 
the congruent validity of the� DIAL test in relation to the PPVT for the 
Fotal age range evaluated in this study. However ,  the user of the DIAL test 
should be cobrnizant of the V�lriations in the degree of relationships found 
petween the DIAL subtest scores and the PPVT variables dependent upon the age 
�nd the sex of the individual� child . The results of the multiple regression 
c;orrelation techniques emplol�ed would seem to indicate that by combining the 
!?IAL ffubtest scores (current�.y not recommended by the test authors) more 
ifeliab le data predictive of (levelopmental and intellectual factors , school 
11ucces s ,  would be provided. 
As a result of this study a cohort of youngsters was developed, the 
1iescrip tive data for whom ap,1ears to be normally distributed as to age and 
�ex. This group should be u�1eful for follow-up studies of a longitudinal nature . 
Qu���iuns generated by this 11;tudy to which later researchers may address 
f.hemselves are: 
1 .  What is the relations�1ip o f  CA ,  MA ,  and IQ at 3-, 4-, and S 
year levels to later �chool success? 
2.  What is the relations�1ip o f  the subtests scores individually 
and in specific combi1l1ations to later schpol success at dif­
fering grade levels? 
3 .  What are the implicatj,ons of low and high score patterns to selection 
of curriculum? 
4 .  Do the varying degree111 of relationships found between males and females 
indicate the needs £01• significantly different instructional approaches 
for these children? 
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5.  T o  what degree are cej;-tain subtests affected by· emotional , soc ial , 
and intellectual factors? 
6 .  What are appropriate <iiagnostic follow-up evaluation techniques to 
improve on student an(I curriculum selection? 
7 .  What administration a�1d scoring format changes might improve the 
predictive ability of the test? 
8 .  To what degree will possible future changes to the administration of 
the test affect the "armchair" validity of the test upon which parent 
and teacher acceptance of results greatly depends? 
9 .  Can the DIAL test ferr1�t out more accurately the specific ages at 
which the "average" ch:lld develops specific skills? Findings within 
this study suggest the possibility of the existence of intellectual 
factors of a motorical and verbal nature that are age and sex related. 
A comparison of the obtained r ' s  between the motor variables and IQ 
(Tables 13 and 14) rev�.al that the GM factor relates with IQ at a 
higher level than the PM · for males at the 3 year level .  The 
opposite is true for females of all age group s .  Not until the 5 
year level did the FM �ariable relate to IQ at a greater magnitude 
than did the GM variabl1� for males . Additionally, the finding that 
the Comm subtest was si1inificantly related to RS and MA for all age 
groups of females. Nonnignificant negative correlations were found 
between the same variab�,es for the 3 year male group while significant 
. 
positive relationships ''ere found to exist at the 4 and 5 year age 
levels. 
The probability of the existence of specific intellectual factors 
wi�:hin the age range measured by .the DIAL test that are age and sex related 
WO\�d ap?ear to be a tenable possibility. This possibility is inconsistent 
with research reviewed which s��gests that specific factors being to emerge 
at approximately 8 years of .age. Questions of whether specific factors 
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�:xist at the preschool age level and whether they are significantly related to 
later academic success are yet to be answered by future researchers. Therefore , 
q�e to the results of this exploratory study, it is recommended that all future 
t escarch concerning preschool children 's  intellectual behavior must consider 
�pparent interactions between age, sex, and intellectual abilities when forming 
�roups , analyzing the data, ��d drawing conclusions. 
Concl1r1sions Related to Administration 
Pro1:edures in the Use of the DIAL 
- -- -- -- --
In order to evaluate the DIAL screening process all public school super-
intendents were asked to complete a questionnaire or submit comments .  The 
q uestionnaires and comments w1�re reviewed at a "retreat" held two weeks 
f_?llowing the completion of the DIAL screening process . An outline of the 
gpals ,  result s ,  and future re1�ommendations are provided in Appendix B .  
In general , all comments b)r parents were extremely positive toward the 
s:j:hool for providing "this kind of service", and toward school personnel 
wprking at the test sites. Q�estions directed to this researcher during test 
i11terpretations indicated the parents were quite aware of their child ' s  dif-
f1�culties and very interested in acquiring additional information pertaining 
tp the child ' s  developmental •111d educational needs . 
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Due to rcce�t �cts of the Illinois State Legislature , {House bill 323) , 
t.lte ?Jeoga School S)'ste;i'\ wil l initiate a 'Pre-school screeninp. r>t"Ogram of all 
2� to S year ol� children. 
Tie objectives of the proJ?Tam are two-fold. It will identify all 
children in the sc�ool district who will eventually cOT"':e to school . Secondly 
it will allo1·1 cur sc�ool to have a greater knowledge of the c�ilrlren thereby 
allo1·1ing us more . ti�� to nlan for th�11t before they get to school . All 
infornation g;:-.th�r�d on the c!lildrcn will be shared- with the parent5 . The 
pro�r� must he p-:cvided by the school ; however, it is not mandatoTY fer the 
parent to particin�tc in tl\e program. 
Additional fr,f orrnation will be forthcoming as t.'ie planning l)TOgres�s . 
It s.�uld be said that this program will be a giant step forward in helping 
schools meet children' s  needs for education. 
..__ 
Children, Ages 3, 4, and S 
To Take �)IAL Test 
DL\L is short 1;or Dc\''c!.,pmcnt3l 
Indicators for the A5sC$.c;;ment <If 
uaming. Xt is t.ij1 be �in�n to all 
3. 4. and S·year-<1ld chilcn·n "'·ho 
live in Nco:?a Co�nmurtity l:nit Di� 
trict 3. It "ill be gi\·en at two loc.i· 
tions; Neoga Elementary and Junior 
High and St. �lich�cl's Schc-ol. Sii;d. 
DlAL is not an ,[Q test. b.it a sys­
tem 1rhich ''ill mca.sure the iro�s 
and tine motor d1!velopment of t.'1e 
· child. as well as his abilily to e:t· 
pres.s feclin:s :ind U1oughts. The de­
velopmental levels in cac-h of these 
areas may be \ital to the suc:cessCul 
�hool experience ror the child. -
A law eMcted by U1� St:.te �i:\s­
lature mand.ltes t�at school:i provide 
this aervi�. Hcwc1rcr. it is not man· 
da.tory for par.:-n�1 to avail lhcm· 
alvea ol the aen.ice. Since it. is avail· 
- · · --- . ' , 
able unit school otricials � that 
parents \\iU p.irtki(nte. 
Upon completion of the proeram 
the unit "ill ha,·c compik"<i a ccn.ius 
covcrin� 3. -1. and 5·ycar-old chil· 
drcn. The information r.ccJcd to 
plM and dcn�lop pr,1gr:ims 'A"hich 
'4ill �st meet the nC\:cb of the chil· 
drcn .. ;u be 3 .. ·.utau:� throu'1t the 
DI.\L pro.;ram. Also needed clas-s­
room S!'ace can be pl.lnnf!d. 
Actual screenini: ,..ill be less thnn 
one hour. Pattn� will be notified 
where to t."\kc th� child. on what 
dat�. and at .._.hat time. The first day 
for scr�ning at Sigel is pl.:\n.--:cd !or 
Monday. April 30. Th� first d>iy at 
Neoi;;i Elcm�ntary ar.d jurJor Hii:ta 
Sch:>ol is pl3!'.ncd for �Ionday, �tay 7. 
Parents are to complete the pre­
rei;£stration Corm bc!ow and return 
it promptly to NM�a E!.?a:cntary 
and Junior Hi�� School or SL Mic� 
acl school. Further intormatioa Lt 
available by calli.oC Neo1a. 19$-�. 
NEC>GA COMMUNITY UNIT DISTRICT NO. i ,. 
PRE·RUGISTRATIO�l DIAL SCREE:UNG PROGRAM 
Neog.i, llllnols 
" 4, and 5-yur-old Pr•School Chlldre" 
Olild'sName -·-----------AIL-- Blrthd-at ... e,_ __ 
. Name of  Pattnt -.�------------------'-� 
Address Phone _____ _ 
Prelen-ed Time ror Scrttning ____ A,M. ----P.11.. 
Pre!ftnd Placo t<1r Scrccnin� _ N'°'a ---. 
Child must be thr(� (3) yc=irs old on or before Ot"Ccmbcr 1. 19'il. 
This prog-ra.m ls tor children three yc11rs old bi..fo�t' o .. --cembeT 1. 19'73 to 
and indudi"' S f4!:U-S o! a�e. not now attending kind�r�:utcn. Ret.arn form 
to the school om9� not later th:in Wcdr.csday, A;>� 18. l�iJ. 
u you have more than one child to be acrttn.?d please list below: 
CUld's �a.me� Aae_ Birthdat ... e ___ _ 
Olild0s Na.me - Ace..- Birth, ... � ... t ... •---
. 
Altamcimt Community Unit District 10 
Pre-Registration 
D:r.AL Screening Pro�rram for 3 ,  4 ,  & 5-Year Old Pre-School Children 
(Child must be 3 years old by December 1 ,  1973) 
Child ' s  Name 
�---�------------------------------------------
Parent • s Name 
�----·-----------------------------------------
Address ____________ ,_______________________ Phone . ._. __________ _ 
Father ' s  Occupation. ________________________________________ _ 
!-'.other ' s  Occupation -----------------------------------------
Birth date Year ----
CUrrerit Placement : 
At home ---- --
Nursery School (Name) 
Month ---- Day _____ _ 
Day Care Cent�C' (Name) ---------------
other ------�,...------------------------------------------
State of Illinois 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Michael J. Bakalis, Su�rintendent 
DIAL Registration 
Child'' &.1t name fir1t 
SlrHt Address City Zip 
Ana Code Phone Numbef 
Fatl-er's Occupation 
Mother's Occupiit;on 
l.l�ge Spoken at Home: 
English Spanish. __ _ 
. . 
Other __ 
Use reverse side to list the sex and birthdates of brothers 
and/Of sisters. 
Today's date 
Ye• 
Birthdate 
Year 
Child's Age 
Ye• 
Current Placement (X) 
At Home --
Nursery School 
tu me 
Day Care Center 
fUmt 
Other 
Name 
Month Day 
Month Day 
Month Day 
Copyrl_,t C 1872. AU ri_,ta rtttMNL 
� 
6o 
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Another Health Department 
n11rse gave the ctdldren a 
hearing test in -.·hich they were 
tf ught to drop a plastic block 
into the buclcet each time they 
� eard a sound from the machine. 
iifr. Bill Wendling, counselor of pictures that be �d was set 
or the school distr�ct, gave the up to gE>t more dif!icult as they 
woc:ab�h1ry test by showing tJe progress from the front to the 
child a set of four pictures, back. The Y�bulary could be 
ud bavinc them pick out tbe determined bJ bow fa.r ttechild 
ooe tbal be named. The book advanced. 
D IAL Testing for Pre-School 
Youngsters G iven lf h is Week 
Monday, Tuesday anc1 Wed- tbat the children were between 
nesday of this wePk found the llile 2�e,s :>f three and five, "itb 
new annex cf !he First United scme d!lildren to turn tbree bJ 
)�ctho<H!.t Church quite a December 1 of this year. 
bi:!ehive or activity, as the DIAL The vision and hearinc 
(Development lm!icators for the screen,ng was don<? by nurses 
,�ssessmE-nt of Le.trnlng) Test- from 1he Effingham Ccunty 
;ini: was cmid:.icted for the pre- Health Department , "bile tbe 
r fChool ag'!d children of the other measurerncmts ,·ere con-�llamont Community Unit ducte<J t>Y certifil:-d �rsoMal 
1fchool DistriC't No. 10. of the school district. ThP ctuldren wt-re taken from A lar111. enacted b)• the state 
station to station by thc:>ir own legislature makes it mandatory 
�rS<Jnal cuide, a hi�h school for t�;e iachool district. to 
'stuc!ent volunteer. At each prC1vlde this testing. However, 
station they were tested on it is nof. mandatory for thepre­
various learning evaluati1ms schooler to take such a test 
such as kno,·ing their name, as of yt?t. 
age, colors, how to count, Upon th..? compl.-ting of tb� 
voca�ulary, as 'tt'E'll as bearing, program . the unit will have 
sight and physical ability such compil1!d · a c:ensus of a sort 
,., 
ft. '. . . . 
tJrs. Muy Hanner, SJ)t'td 
correctionist for th� Altamool 
and Beecher City S<'bool 1tnits 
is sho...-o here with one of tb< 
preschoolers duringtbetesthl(. 
Sbe ask tbem various questloru 
ln order to determlat tbd: 
&pea.kine abilUJ. 
t" . ' 
:� 
-\. ·i 1· ...... --· ·_,:,-� ... A. ,.+ .... 
•' as throwin&, catcbinc ud conceniing the r.E.'eds of the Pbysic'al abilities. sucb as Hert Mrs. Cbarles Millertan 
balancine. three, ·tour, and five years old 
, Mr. Bill Wendlin(, cow.selor · of the ��strict andneededclass-
oi uae scnool distnct, auted room 1p:ice cu be pl&lln�. 
throwing, catching, and as across tt 
sbown bere, b:£lancing were balandac board. 
uotber HCJDent of tit� te�. • 
• • a. • - ,._ ' .. ..- • • ' • I• • • • •• • ... ,.. • .. 16. �A .._ • . . .. ·- - .. .  - . - · ·--- .,. ,,  . .  ' 
. f ' .. _ 
The testinc of the child'• Procra�t· Mrs. Dorothy Sel· � feslcht was one of tbe steps bert, 4i nurse from tht 
t1iat tbe preschoolers went Eftlngbaip County Healtb De­
�tf'OUCb � tbe DIAL Testtnc partmeat, was civtnc this test. 
- I 
� . � _.._......,-.......---� ..... . � 
.. 
•, . 
� l , I ·, 
. � 
t .  � • I .,:. . 
. � - -·. ·, . . ,, 
BetwHD teshnc statiNts, th• 
cbildren, as well as their 
cuides, were able to amus. 
themselves witb Pla-Dob at tb• 
activity table. 
•. 
APPENDIX B 
Summary of Preschool Scre eni;ir: MAthod 
- ()utline Summary -
Preschool Sc:reeninq Methods - 1972-73 
I. 1972-73 Screening Methods 
'" A. Neiqhborhood A1;,areness Program 
1. Stated obj:ectives and purpose s .  
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a .  The f i.t:st major goal wil l be the development 
of a system that can be utilized in a �parsely 
populated rural area over a large geographi­
cal region that can adequately and success­
fully locate preschool handicapped children. 
b. The second major goal will be the develop­
ment of a system that will increase public 
relations in each neighborhood school and 
amply demonstrate to the citizenry that , 
indeed , the school is a responsible agent 
and is cognizant and aware of the needs of 
all cn.ildren. The "Neighborhood Preschool 
Awareri,ess Project" could become one of the 
more j:mportant relations tools of the school . 
2. Statistics:: 
Estimated 
Population Number Number 
E292ectect Number Screened :tdentif ied 
a • ., Moult1�1�-
SheJ�by 1,400 1, 054 65 
b. Ef !inqham • 
City 600 364 7 Not Xnc:l. 
c. Effingham 
Lang� Problems 
Courlty & 
Neoc�a 900 725 16 
d .  Marsh;�ll 180 181 19 
e .  Cumberland 150 94 4 
f .  
' 
Casey 190 167 4 
9• Martiinsvil le 98 84 4 
h .  Westfield 45 19 0 
1. Winds1;,r 90 • 74 1 
-
3 , 653 2 , 762 120 (4.44') 
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3 .  Advan:tages of Neighborhood Awareness Program: 
a .  R1egistered kindergarten children at the 
s,ame time. 
b. ''!tlalk-in' s" came because of word-of-mouth 
a�d positive parent feedback. 
c. Helped parents assess their child ' s  develop­
m·ental rate. 
d. Helped identify future problems of a child. 
e .  Helped district program marginal child with 
a late birthdate in December , etc . 
f. Parents were able to see results of vision 
and hearinq test s .  
9. More parents took advantage of the Hearing 
& Vision Tests through this system than past 
systems such as Title VI. In Effingham City 
364 were screened while Title VI saw 16. 
h. Helps the district plan for future enrollment 
and educational needs. 
1. Exposes special education and psychological 
services to the community in a non-threaten­
ing way. 
j .  Is an excellent School Public Relations Program. 
4. Disadvantages of Neighborhood Program: 
a. '11akes a lot of time from. the psychologist.• •  
regular schedule. 
b. Can put a district under a lot of pressure 
1.f the campaign is not waged properly. · 
c. ·P·laces a district in some form of a commit­
irient position • • 
5. Methq:ds to make the Neighborhood Awareness Program 
more effective: 
a .  Avoid the word handicapped in publicity releases. 
b .  Ellock-to-block survey of the neighborhood school 
is one of the highest returns. The use of a 
high school sociology class is warranted. 
c .  51ublicity releases must come out well in advanc:e 
of the test ing d�y. 
d. J.� minimum of three news releases plus letter 
to the parents is required. 
e. County agencies such as Public Aid , Department 
of Children & Family Services , Mental Health,  
Ministerial Associations , etc . should be involved. 
f. �:n districts that utilized the above methods ,  
��00%, and in some cases better than 100% of th•� 
�•xpected population was screened. 754' of the 
�txpected was average. 
Outline Summ�ry 6l� 
6. Operational Suaoestions that make for a success­
� Neighborhood Awareness Program. 
a. The most successful screening programs came 
from those districts that had a firm and solid 
commitment and desire to accomplish the screen­
ing. All of the building principals were "set 
to accomplish the objectives . "  
b. Do not have the screening system in the school 
facility. 
e. The district speech therapist should be a part 
of the screening system. · 
d .  The system worked better when district• s staf�� 
was involved rather than the screening being 
a "special education project . "  
e .  The most efficient screening teams were those 
selected by the special education personnel 
and assigned to do all of the screening in 
one county. It was discovered the team was 
more efficient as was their training. 
f .  We discovered that pre-te�ting meetings with 
the superintendents in a county as a whole 
was as effective a s  meeting with them indivi­
dually. 
9.  Follow-up meetings with building principals 
areemphasized following the meeting with 
their superintendents .  
h .  We feel it necessary to have a group meeting 
with county medical societies to explain the 
screening program as physicians feel we might 
•be infringing on their grounds .  
1. The same meeting should also be conducted for 
mental health and other agencies .  
7. Disitrict Responsibilities to the Neighborhood 
Awaireness Proaram. 
.a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e .  
f. 
9 � 
Locate the auxiliary personnel - volunteers • 
Perform the neighborhood survey and census. 
Provide the equipment for testing such as 
tables , play doh , etc. 
Follow up on those children who failed the 
vision and hearing exams . 
Schedule the children for screening as outlined 
by the testing team. 
Be in charge of the publicity. 
Set up a telephone system that calls those 
people who missed their appointments .  
65 
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. 
- h. Send out postcard reminders of testing 
so.hedules. 
i • .  Pr·ovide enough volunteer personnel to have 
011.e person for the kindergarten registration 
arJid one for the DIAL registration. 
j .  Ma1ke sure the regional superintendent sends 
the first general public relations article to 
the newspapers and media. 
8. Specic1l education resoonsibilities to the Neigh­
. borhoc>d Awareness Program. 
9. 
a. E>,;plain program to all participating agencies. 
b. D��velop a usable package for accomplishing the 
sc:reening. 
c. Provide parent counseling at the testing site. 
d .  Train the testing teams. 
e . S•�e that the results of the screening areJpasaed 
oi1 to the kindergarten teachers and other 
P4?rsonnel .  
f .  
g .  
h .  
i .  
j .  
le .  
The 
the 
a .  
b. 
c .  
Approve the site or recommend a site to the 
d:lstrict . 
Oietermine the scheduling pace. 
C1�ordinate the vision and hearing testing for 
the district. 
A:pprove and develop adequate publicity for 
the media • . 
Develop a "how .your child did" card to give to 
parents .  
Develop a parent package o f  useful information. 
fol lowinq resoonsibilities are made jointly in 
Neighborhood Prooram. 
Class placement is decided jointly. 
Site selection is decided jointly. 
�:oom equipment ,  etc. is decided jointly. 
. 
10. SuggEisted timP.table for the Neighborhood Awareness 
Progt�. 
a .  Eight weeks before : 
l.. Arrange a kickoff meeting of the superintendentz 
b. �ax weeks before : 
��.· Kickoff meeting between building administra­
tor s ,  liaison leaders , etc. 
c. Jrour weeks before: 
OUtline Swmnary 
1 .  
2.  
3. 
� -
Finalize the site. 
Select the testing team. 
Contact public health agencies for 
technicians , if required. 
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Conduct meeting with all agencies that 
will participate. 
$. "Finalize the testinq dates within the I county. 
Ei. First article of the regional superin-
tendent should be mailed. 
d. 'l�hree weeks before : 
1 . •  
2 .  
�·· 
e. 1l'wo 
�L • 
. , . 4 • •  
lS. 
�. �ren 
. :l. 
Send the first specific release from the 
superintendent ' s  office. 
Send the first parent letter home with 
the children at least through grades five. 
Select the volunteers and meet with them 
as a group to explain their duties. 
weeks before : 
Send fol low-up news release to media • 
Have secretaries prepared for "phone-ins . "  
The block-to-block volunteer group census 
should be well under way. 
days before : 
Schedules of the child ' s  testing time and 
date should be sent to parents • 
• 
g. �:>ne week before: 
1. Training of testing teams ·should be completed. 
h. !Four days before : · 
1 .  Reminder o f  postcards concerning chil d ' s  
schedule should be sent to parents. 
i* Night before : 
1 .  Superintendent and building principal should 
visit the s�te and complete any work required. 
j .  Morning of test : 
.1. Building site should be opened and the final 
check completed. 
2. Testing coordinator should meet the volun-· 
teer group for final last-minute instruc­
tions. · 
outline s�ry 
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k. Last testing day: 
l.  Leave test results with the district 
for duplication. 
2 .  Separate the high risk children. 
3 .  Leave summary slips with the superintendent. 
1. �o· weeks past testing day: 
1. District should duplicate and return all 
responses back to the special education 
district. 
2 .  Special education district should begin 
follow-up procedures. 
Neighborh•:>Od Preschool Awareness Program I 
PURPOSE: 
66 
The purpose of the neighborhood preschool awareness 
. 
program is to i�entify all preschool children who have a 
handicapping .condition and to provide programs that will 
minimize or prevent disability and facilitate a child' s  
full development and maturation. 
OBJECTIVES : 
The obj ectives of the neighborhood preschool aware-
nesa pro9ram are : 
1.  To develop a central registry of all preschool 
. ' 
children· in the neighborhood school boundary from 
ages 2�. J.. 5 .  
2. To dete·rtnine a prognosis of the student • s future 
success in the present educational system. 
3 .  To deve1lop a n  early i'ntervention program for those 
childre1n who are in jeopardy of failing in the 
regulai· educational system due to a handicappin9 
conditlon. 
4. To fost:er an unexcelled public relations program 
among i:he neighborhood ·citizenry. 
s .  To imp�:ement a successful parent awareness and 
training program as a means of helping parents to 
help their children. 
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RATIONALE: 
1. The dev1elopment of a central registry of preschool 
childre� of pertinent learning system' s  data will 
aid th�. di-strict in preplanning programs in the 
future. 
2 .  The development o f  early intervention programs 
will greatly enhance the disabled student ' s  future 
success· in school and consequently a parent ' s  train­
ing program will further assure the child' s success­
ful adaptat ion to school anCS increase parent re-
sponsibility. 
3. The image of the school dis1trict, as a concerned 
instit��tion will be magnified twofold, thus genera­
ting a source of "parent power , "  that is desperately 
needed for the future of education • 
• 
PROCEDURES: 
1 .  A training program will instruct bott) the profes­
sional worker and lay volunteers on the administra­
tion o�: the testing instrument (DIAL - or Develop­
mental Indicators for the Assessment of Learning ) .  
This w�Lll be the respo�sibili ty of the Eastern 
Illino:Ls Area of Special Education. 
2 .  Through an intensive public relations program a 
census of neighborhood preschool children will be 
taken iand scheduled for screenings. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD PRESCHOOL AWARENESS PROGRAM 
What Will Tl':,1.s Plan Do For Your District. 
A. The Neighborhc;101d Preschool Awareness Program: 
1. Will a l lo�! you to develop a central registry on 
2.  
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
6. 
7. 
a l l  childJ:'(1;n ages 2l1 - 5 i n  your dis trict - and 
by their . t1�righborhood school boundaries. 
Will give you prognostic indicators on each pre­
scho�l ch�.l.d in your district. 
Will a llo".r you to pre-plan for your educational 
needs by �r:tving you a two and one-half year lead. 
' 
Will al lo'' you to determine your maximum preschool 
educationat needs by identifying the mildly handi­
capped ch��l,d as well as the severely handicapped 
child. 
Will give the child with a mild handicapping con­
dition c 1,urning disabilities , language deficiencies r poor perc•�ptual organization, and mental development) 
a better 2;1:art in education and furthering his succes.s 
in schoo11, 
I 
Will give ifOU a workable preschool parent training 
system an�5 them an awareness of school needs. 
Will give �(OU an unexcelled public relations program. 
B. This Program W;Lll Demand Tha t :  
1 .  We begic iS.m ediately to organize the screening program. 
2 .  The pub lite relations p�ogram be well planned. 
3. The census begin immediately. 
4 .  We have p:togramming capability, or will have, delivery 
of services for a l l  children in need by September 1 ,  
1973. This will entail for most districts a develop­
ment and diagnostic classroom and a language training 
program. 
s .  That organization of the parent awareness program be 
started. 
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3. Those cihlldren falling below the screening cut­
off sco.r.es will be administered a full diagnostic 
battery .by the Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
Educat�pn staff. (Approximately 10% of the chil­
dren will fall below the cut-off scores ) .  
4 .  Parents will be notified of all resalts. 
s. Early 1n,tervention programs will be finalized based 
on all d,ata received. 
APPENDIX C 
Means for each Variable by Group 
Yariablee 
Gr.t 
"" 
COW 
- - - I 
Male con CA 
RS 
&ti 
IQ 
Gii 
rat . cox 
COMM 
r.alt CA 
RS 
JtA 
IQ 
GM 
11l 
llal.t COJf 
and COMll 
h•&l.t CA 
JtS 
91.l 
JQ 
·-
Mean Scoree tor Groups l'or.ed b1 &ex, Dial Decision Area, and Age 
OK 
} yr 4 y r  5 y r  
6 . }8 1 4 . 4 7  1 7 . 1 5  
�h6' 1 4 . 6} 1 7 . 89 
.10_ 7c; 1 5 . 42 1 8 .  ljQ • 
9.75 ""l.l>.Cl 11'.U'J 
}6.50 40.11 58.81 
}l. 75 49.84 54.89 
)9.00 62.68 72 . 26 
10,.88 11} . 74 110.59 .. 
a.oo 
0.10 
11.40 
1 1 . 40 
}5. 50 
31.}0 
39. 70 
lC?. JO 
7.28 
8 . 78 
11.11 
10.67 
}5.95 
31.50 
,9.}9 
10).00 
1 3 . 87 17.05 . 
1 5 . }) 19. 25 
16.67 1 9 . 30 
16. 7' 1 8 . 55 
47.87 58. 1 5  
4 7 . 4 7  55.10 
59.5, n . eo 
109.20 111 . 25 
1 4 .  21 . 1 7 .11 
1 4 . 94 18. 4 7  
1 5 . 97 1 8 . 69 
1 6 . 4 4  1 8 . 28 
48.00 58.5} 
48.79 5 4 . 98 
61.29 72.06 
111 . T4 110.87 
} yr 
5 . 6 7  
10.00 
10. }) 
I - --,,.oo 
J1.:n 
}O. }:5 
)8.00 
98.}} 
4 . 75 
6 . 50 
8.50 
6 . 00 
H . 50 
20. 50 
29.75 
86.25 
5 . 1 4  
e.oo 
9 . 29 
5 . 57 
,5. 71 
24. 71  
,,.29 
91 . 4) 
Redial Hip;h J<iek 
Total 4 yr 5 y r  } y r  4 y r  5 y r  
8.oo 1 5 . 4 5  2 . 00 6 . 67 ·12.8) 1 2 . 92 
9.00 1 5 . 4 5  ) . 25 9.17 1 2 . }} l } . 77 
'15 . "  1 6 . 27 ,.oo 9 . 50 l}._50 1 4 .  71 
.. _, ..__ l .. ..... • ,... • •  I ·� �� lit.vu ·J.:o • tr.> . .1. . 0  "7•7V & C. o �7 &-.. • '' 
44.00 58.72 , 5 . 25 47.00 59.1"7 51.00 
40.H 49. 91 2 4 . 75 n . 50 42.92 45.80 
52.67 62.6} ,7. 50 40.67 55.8} 58.91 
101 . '' 103.09 95.75 86 . 8} 88.25 104.02 
8.}} 18.22 4 . 00 10.00 1 3 . 50 1 2 . 52 
11.67 18.)} 5.14 9.40 1 4 . 4 2  l } . 78 
1 4 . 00  18.55 5.86 12.00 . 1 5 . } }  15.00 
15.50 17.11 S. 1 4  1 1 . 60 1 5 . 1 7  1 4 . 58 
47.83 61 . 22 ''·n 46.60 59.8} 49.99 
41 . 50 52.11 1 6 . 57 }9.60 4}.8} 42.82 
49.67 6 5 . 78 27.14 51 . 20 55.08 55.02 
101 . 1 7  104 . } }  84 . 5 7  97.80 91 . 25 101 . 74 
e.22 1 6 . 70 '5 . 27 8.18 l J . 1 7  1 2 .  7' 
10.76 1 6 . 75 4 . 45 9 . 2 7  1 3 . }8 l J . ;8 
1 4 . 4 4  17.}0 4 . 82 10.64 1 4 . 4 2  1 4 .85 
15.00 1 6 . 75 , . 7, 10. 45 l } . 75 1 4 . }9 
46.56 59.85 } 4 . 27 46.82 59. 50 50.92 
,1.11 50.90 19.55 36.36 4 } . ) 7  4 4 . }5 
50.,; 64.05 ,0. 91 . 4 5 . 4 5  55.46 57�02 
lOl .22 10) . 6 5  88.64 91.82 89.75 102.91 
� 
N 
Mean Score• I• Group1 f'o.l'Nd try· Sex and DIAL O.C111on Ar••• end Sex 11\d Aqe 
ON 
,,. 
COlf 
llal• COMM 
- CA 
JlS 
&:A 
l.Q 
Gii 
JU 
COii 
Pn&l• COIOI 
CA 
as 
llA 
IQ 
GU 
· 111 
11•1• CON . 
•n4 · . COMM 
r .. &lt · · CA 
RS 
llA 
lQ 
. . 
.. 
. 
OK Rt dial 
14.61 12.41 
15.52 1 3 . 35 
16.31 15.06 
16.19 1 4 . 00  
• 
51. 74 52.35 
49.69 4 4 . 76 
63.96 . 56.53 
110.70 101.94 
-
1 3 . 98 12.26 
15.47 1 3 . 74 \ 
16.67 15.00 • 
16.36 1 4 . 26 
49.69 51 .37 
47.27 42.11 
60.58 53.11 • .  
108.58 ,,,,, 
14.)2 1 2 . 33 
15.49 1 , . 56 
16.47 . 15.02 
16.26 1 4 . 1 4  
5().81 51,8J 
48.59 . , . ,, 
62.42 . 5 4 .  72 
109.74 100.67 . 
Hir,h tUsk Total 3 yr 4 yr 
-
9.18 1 2 . 92 5.07 12.11 
9.82 1 3 . 77 e.oo 12.86 
10.50 1 4 . 71 8.60 14:14 
9 . 55 1 4 . 22 6.53 1 4 . 54 
51.50 51 . 80 ,6.33 47.43· 
37.05 45.80 29.60 45.32 
48.36 58.91 38.40 56.89 
89.23 104.02 100.60 106.64 . 
1.0.00 12.52 6.05 11.85 
10.67 1,.78 6.81 13.35 
11.88 1-s.oo 9.00 15.15 
1 1 . 50 1 4 . 58 8.29 15.46 
49.46 . 49.99 . , •. n 47.62 
35.04 42.82 2 4 . 3l . 44.62 
·4'6.13 : : 55.02 . '' ··'2 - . -: 55.65 
90.67 101 .74 ,,, ,, 105 . • 15 
9.61 . 1 2 . 7, 5.64 1 1 . 98 
10.26 1 3 . 78 7.31 ll.09 
11·.22 14 .85 8.8J 1 4 .6J 
10.57 1 4 . ,9 7.55 1 4 . 98 . 
50.43 50.92 ,5.,9 47.52 
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